
 

 

  

 

 

The Academic Week Ahead 

December 2 – December 6, 2019 

 

 

English Language Arts and Literature                                                    Claire Alexander & Phil Girard  

ELA and Lit are now joined in "The Life of Comics" project. This week we will be opening the 

classroom wall and starting a station rotation.  The first station will involve reading some comics and 

graphic novels and answering questions about the art, the story, and more.  This will take up the 

majority of this week.  There are no due dates at this time.  We have also scheduled The Greenspire 

Comic-Con to be January 23, with more details to come! 

Students should continue to read at least 30 minutes outside of school each day. 

 

Social Studies Kelly Francisco 

This week students will compare cuisine consumed by their ancient civilizations with modern day 

cuisine in their region of study. In the latter half of the week we will be doing a simulation where 

students experience the evolution of language. We will start with non-verbal and verbal 

communication and then examine written communication. Students will then research the language 

used by their ancient civilization.  

 

Science Kris Galoci 

Now that students have developed empathy and experience with how physical disabilities impact a 

child’s ability to engage in play, students will work with a partner to select a toy, sporting equipment, 

or playground equipment to redesign for increased accessibility. Students will focus on physical 

concepts of forces, interactions and energy through experiments with select toys. 

 

World Language Marina Call 

We start this month with studying Christmas celebrations around the Spanish-speaking world.  We will 

compare our own celebrations and describe the similarities and differences in food, and traditions. 

The students will plan out our in-class holiday celebration on Tuesday, December 17th. If there 

happens to be a snow day we can move it to December 20th, our last day before break. 

 

Health Katie Tomczak 

Students will be in small groups preparing informational posters about alcohol, over-the-counter drugs 

and prescription drugs, marijuana, sports supplements, vaping, energy drinks, and steroids. Students 

will prepare to present their posters in class before Christmas break. 
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Math Tejas Mehta & Emily Feaster 

 

6
th
 Grade: Students will be studying parallelograms and trapezoids and figuring out how to calculate 

surface area and volume of these shapes. They will then be utilizing them in their 3-D renderings of an 

office space. Please check with your student often to make sure that they are making progress on their 

buildings. They should have at least the ground floor layout complete. You can access this on any 

computer through their google accounts by asking them to go to "Sketch Up". 

   

7
th
 Grade:  Students will continue working on their project creating a model for an original 

architectural structure. We will be continuing our study of the geometry of quadrilaterals, and circles, 

learning their angles, and manipulating the formulas for area and perimeter, and using algebraic ideas 

in the process. Please encourage your child to play around with the Sketch Up app (which can be 

found in their Google Classroom account) and watch video tutorials on how to use Sketch Up. 

Students are also encouraged to supplement their learning by doing exercises in Khan Academy. Please 

check with your student often to make sure that they are making progress on their buildings. They 

should have at least the ground floor layout complete. You can access this on any computer through 

their google accounts by asking them to go to "Sketch Up".   

 

8
th
 Grade:  Students will be finish up their study of the Pythagorean Theorem by learning and using 

the distance formula. They will also begin studying rotations, translations and reflections. Their 3-D 

renderings of their buildings will utilize these skills and require students to include a translation, 

rotation or reflection of a room somewhere in their design. They will also be using the distance 

formula to calculate siding and roofing material later in the project. Please check with your student 

often to make sure that they are making progress on their buildings. They should have at least the 

ground floor layout complete. You can access this on any computer through their google accounts by 

asking them to go to "Sketch Up".   

 

Algebra: Students will continue working through Chapter 4 of the Algebra curriculum.  Students 

should have completed Chapter 4 by the end of the week and an assessment of Chapter 4 will be on 

Friday. They will also continue with their project creating a model for an original architectural 

structure. Please encourage your child to play around with the SketchUp app (which can be found in 

their Google Classroom account) and watch video tutorials on how to use SketchUp. Students are also 

encouraged to supplement their learning by doing exercises in Khan Academy. 
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